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he May 2015 issue of A&M brings readers another in-depth look into the
purposefully clandestine world of special operations forces (SOF) and
the tools and systems that enable these brave men and women to achieve
their particularly critical mission set. From ultra-light ground mobility to aerial
capabilities of the future, vehicles that support the targeted mission of the SOF
operator have never been more in focus as warfare continues to shift from
uniformed services fighting on front lines to asymmetric conflicts.
At the heart of the transformative initiatives shaping today’s SOF mission,
U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM) and its joint service command
components are behind the scenes working to address the ever-evolving challenges
posed by non-state backed entities such as ISIS and Al Qaida-led groups. In this
issue of A&M, we spoke with three of the service Special Operations Commands
and the relatively new commander of SOCOM, General Joseph Votel. He contends
the command’s greatest readiness challenge is in meeting current demands while
also ensuring forces have the time required to rest, refit, and retrain.
From real-world engagement to mock up training and readiness, we take
a peek inside the daily grind that faces Green Beret candidates at the John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School, Fort Bragg, N.C. In a changing
strategic environment where greater demands are likely to be placed on SOF to
secure long-term national security, the art of unconventional warfare is producing
agile decision makers capable of affecting positive outcomes not possible through
conventional force application alone.
With increasing trust in the capability and affordability of un-piloted,
remotely operated systems to complete missions previously left to manned
platforms, SOF operations are today leveraging unmanned aerial system (UAS)
capabilities in a wide variety of ways, and we examine how they will expand this
in the coming years. For the Navy’s perspective, we talk with unmanned aviation
chief Rear Admiral Mark Darrah, who lays out both the service’s strategic vision
and immediate plans for UAS.
Rounding out our examination of SOF and UAS is a profile of SOCOM’s
Program Executive Office Fixed Wing. The office is a critical component in the
manned and unmanned aerial arsenal, including mission sets such as intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance, precision strike, and software-based planning tools.
Thanks for your readership and, as always, please feel free to contact us with any
comments or suggestions!
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New Programs Future Vertical Lift
The Boeing & Sikorsky SB>1 Defiant. (Boeing)

Joint Multi-Role, On a Roll
The U.S. Army’s next generation of helicopters are on the way as the
Future Vertical Lift program moves forward.
By Kevin Hunter, A&M Editor

T

he U.S. Army is taking the lead on a
joint DoD umbrella effort to replace
a large portion, and ultimately all,
of the service’s tactical helicopter fleet.
Through the Future Vertical Lift (FVL)
program, advanced helicopters fulfilling
roles from attack to heavy transport will
eventually transition into several programs
of record designed to replace decades-old
choppers. The Joint Multi-Role Technology
Demonstration (JMR TD) component, in
which vendors will design and build an
aircraft to prove performance, operational
viability, airworthiness, and mission systems
architecture, is one of multiple core science &
technology endeavors for the initiative.
In 2008, the U.S. Congress issued an RFI
to the DoD regarding plans for modernizing
its vertical lift force. Aging airframes, rising
cost of sustainment, risk of malfunction,
a declining industrial base, and other
concerns drove DoD to consider options for
progressing its vertical lift capabilities into
the next generation at an affordable cost.
“With some aircraft as much as 60 years
old still operating today, including Vietnam
War–era airframe design such as the CH-47
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Chinook still critical to fleet operations and
even the V-22 Osprey design which comes
from the XV-3 and XV-15 demonstrators
first tested in the late 70s and early 80s,
today’s U.S. military family of helicopters is
in need of more than just an upgrade,” said
Dan Bailey, project manager, JMR TD/FVL
for the Army. “That said, the FVL initiative
is an effort to replace all DoD, multi-agency,
commercial, and ultimately international
sector designs with a next-generation vertical
lift fleet. From development to eventual
fielding, this sweeping replacement will be
long-term and systematic,” Bailey added.
In 2011, the FVL Strategy was signed
by the Deputy Secretary of Defense,
which facilitated development of an Initial
Capabilities Document (ICD) laying out
broad program requirements for a material
solution, signed in April 2013. “What is
interesting about the ICD is that it covers a
family of systems consisting of four distinct
classes of airframe designs: light, medium,
heavy, and ultra-heavy,” noted Bailey.
With the ICD as a starting point, the
Army began homing requirements for an
envisioned FVL fleet with the idea that

each class of aircraft would have similar
capabilities outside of payload, possessing
similar speed, range, and mission capabilities
with greater modularity in form and less
variation in function than seen in today’s
independently-evolved, less cross-compatible
designs. “In looking at just a couple of
survivability aspects such as situational
awareness and the ability to fly in degraded
visual environments, it’s clear that these
capabilities are no less significant to attack
operations as they are to cargo transport
operations,” Bailey indicated. “Building
different size aircraft that couple a multirole capacity with the technology applicable
to an intended mission set is the approach
we are taking. A light aircraft design would
probably handle utility, attack, and recon
missions, outfitted with systems targeted to
those missions, but possessing commonality
with medium, heavy, and ultra-heavy designs
within the family.”
Current analysis and S&T efforts to
date have informed program officials that
different configurations are more applicable
to different size airframes; hence, design
focus for a light aircraft will likely differ in
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some form from an ultra-heavy chassis. “Even though there may not
be dynamic component commonalities between an ultra-heavy and
a light airframe, we expect that there will be shared modularity from
architecture and mission equipment perspectives,” Bailey noted. “The
idea is that the capacity for mission requirements that exist today will
be packaged as smaller, more efficient, and streamlined hardware
directly applicable to each class of FVL aircraft.”
With equipment commonality, the Army expects common
training opportunities will come across each class of aircraft, a
dynamic not often seen across the service’s current vertical lift fleet.
“Despite the fact that each service today operates a ‘60 Hawk’ design,
there are enough differences in hardware and software componentry
that individualizes them enough to limit equipment commonality
and cross-training potential,” Bailey remarked. “This becomes
critical when a Marine Corps-operated platform flies into an Army
installation and can’t get a needed fix because parts are not available or
personnel are not trained to handle that type of design.”
Presently an OSD-driven, Army-led program, JMR TD efforts
have concentrated on a selected medium class design due to the
existence of a large number of medium airframe designs in current
use across the services. Because of a lack of any recent re-design in
proven vertical lift capability for several decades, the Army conducted
a configuration trades and analysis in partnership with industry
over an 18-20 month period in 2012-13. The intent was to shore up
competencies and skills in design and design-tradeoffs and to provide
greater clarity as to requirements needed for initial development of
a medium class FVL. At that point, proposals were solicited from
industry to finalize a design, using the gathered set of requirements,
for construction of an aircraft flight demonstrator to be air and
ground tested from FY 15 to FY 19, when the first FVL program of
record sees contract award for the Technology Maturation and Risk
Reduction phase.
In September 2013, four companies were awarded initial design
technology investment contracts for approximately a one-year period:
AVX Aircraft, Karem Aircraft, Bell, and a partnership of Sikorsky/
Boeing. Based on Army resource analysis completed during the period
of 2013-14, the service decided it could afford two designs; in July
2014, Bell and Sikorsky/Boeing were chosen to continue to design
completion, prototype fabrication, and vehicle flight test. However,
from this initial design effort, the Army will continue technology
maturation efforts including ground testing and wind tunnel testing
with the remaining two partners, AVX and Karem.
“Our strategy is to best position industry based on an evolving
set of requirements so that once initial TD phase testing is completed
in FY 19, the FVL program of record can start anew with TM&RR
phase contract awards for development of the FVL prototypes,” Bailey
indicated.
Presently, the DoD FVL requirements community, including input
from the Joint Services, is finalizing a schedule to have a set of draft
requirements for the first FVL program by 2017. An ongoing joint staff
concept of operations (CONOPS) review and trades analysis period
involving high priority missions across the services such as the Army’s
air assault mission, the Navy’s anti-submarine warfare mission,
SOCOM’s direct interdiction mission, and the USMC’s humanitarian
assistance/disaster relief mission is currently underway to determine a
top 15 CONOPS and to define a capabilities set for an initial medium
FVL airframe design.
“The goal here is to maximize the chance of requirements
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precision in determining the best design for a medium FVL that
executes ‘X’ mission while maintaining flexibility across a whole
family of modularly scalable but mission-driven aircraft,” Bailey
emphasized.

Industry Input
Boeing & Sikorsky

“We represent the current incumbents in both the Army’s utility and
attack helicopter programs, and we believe no team is better suited to
meet the development and production needs of FVL,” Pat Donnelly,
JMR TD program director at Boeing, told A&M. “To help the
requirements community more accurately predict the performance
of their target solution, we will build one aircraft in late FY 17. This
technology demonstrator will allow the customer to make informed
decisions on true requirements for FVL. Our Defiant demonstrator
aircraft will display the solutions the team is developing to overcome
technology challenges and leverage the technology investments both
companies have made.”
Doug Shidler, Sikorsky’s JMR TD program director, described the
technical features of the SB>1: “The current FVL requirement defines
a vehicle that can go nearly twice as far and twice as fast as the current
fleet of AH-64 and UH-60 helicopters. Our SB>1 Defiant is based on
Sikorsky’s X2 lift offset coaxial design. With counter rotating main
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cognitively outmaneuver our adversaries. FVL tiltrotor technology is
a combat multiplier providing asymmetrical advantage to maintain
the initiative throughout the fight. Its speed, range and payload
significantly reduce logistical, security and medical footprints, freeing
combat power. The advanced design also reduces lifecycle costs and
manpower requirements with greater component life, smart vehicle
health monitoring, ease of component replacement and greater vehicle
availability.
The V-280 design supports ground maneuver and is purpose built
for the squad plus enablers. Safe and survivable, the design features
integrated cabin armor, fly-by-wire component redundancy, state-of
the-art countermeasures and performance to operate out of small
arms range. Team Valor’s mission equipment package enables enroute
situational understanding through digitally fused reconnaissance,
surveillance, intelligence and friendly force information. Airborne
battle boards bring fused data and mission updates to the cabin
for real-time tracking. Next-gen situational awareness provides
integrated degraded visual environment (DVE), threat sensors and
countermeasures. Overwhelming lethal combat power is available
in a common utility and attack platform option, with the payload,
firepower, and endurance to support ground forces throughout the
fight. Smart, fast, lethal and precise are the success factors required
for our maneuver forces. The V-280 air combat vehicle technology
provides warfighters strategic options, operational reach, and tactical
agility and overmatch at the point of decision.

YOU’RE INVITED!
A rendering of Bell V-280s landing troops in a soccer field. (Bell)

rotors and a pusher prop, our aircraft has the low speed agility and
maneuverability of a conventional helicopter with the capability of
achieving speeds of 250 knots in cruise flight. It encompasses both the
desired speed and range without compromising the inherent handling
qualities of the existing fleet, and is designed to specifically address the
FVL-M[edium] utility/assault mission.”

Bell
By Chris Gehler Bell Helicopter, Director, Global Business Development

Technology advancements enable “Force 2025” as envisioned in the
Army Operating Concept and in what DoD officials have begun
calling Air Land Battle 2.0. U.S. ground forces require significant
capability increases in survivable speed and range to operate against
and strike adversary systems much deeper than existing platforms.
That is the vision for Future Vertical Lift. The JMR/FVL Bell V-280
Valor advanced technology tiltrotor provides DoD with unmatched
speed, range and payload for expeditionary maneuver to win these
future conflicts.
Advanced tiltrotor speed and range provides commanders access.
With more than twice the speed and more than three to five times
the range of current helicopter platforms, the Bell V-280 provides
access to get to the objective while providing superior low-speed
agility at the objective. Reduced force structure also means that
units must be significantly more capable and responsive. Efficient
speed and reduced reaction time provide the ability to physically and
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Vehicle Spotlight ULCV Competition

Next-Gen Airlift Compatible,

combat adaptable
The Army Searches for a Lightweight, Highly Mobile Ground Vehicle
By Kevin Hunter, A&M Editor, and Josh Cohen, A&M Correspondent

O

n 10 April, the Army released a
request for information for vendors
interested in producing the Ultra
Light Combat Vehicle (ULCV). Platform
requirements are for the ULCV to carry a
nine-man infantry squad with equipment
(3,200 pounds), weigh a maximum of
4,500 pounds, travel 250 to 300 miles on
one tank of gas, and fit inside a CH-47
Chinook, transportable by sling load on a
UH-60 Blackhawk, and be air-droppable
by a C-130 Hercules or C-17 Globemaster.
The following industry manufacturers
provided concept vehicles for a technology
demonstrator initial phase: General
Dynamics’ Flyer, awarded a contract in
April 2014 by USSOCOM for its Ground
Mobility Vehicle (GMV) 1.1, a concept
similar in form and function to that being
addressed by Army ULCV requirements;
Boeing-MSI Defense Phantom Badger;
Polaris Defense’s deployable advanced
ground off-road DAGOR ; Hendrick
Dynamics’ Commando Jeep; Vyper
Adamas’ V3x Python; and Lockheed
Martin’s High Versatility Tactical Vehicle.
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The Polaris Defense DAGOR

“We had requirements that are hard,
but that’s what we need the vehicle to
do,” said Lieutenant Colonel Kevin
Parker, Light Systems Branch Chief in the
Mounted Requirements Division, Fort
Benning, GA. “Nobody had ever asked
industry for a 4,500-pound vehicle that can
carry nine guys and still be highly mobile,
and have a long range. The demonstration
showed the Army that it could find an
affordable solution to its requirements
among existing vehicles, enabling it to skip
an expensive tech development stage that
might have doomed it in the current budget
environment.”
Officials from the Army’s Maneuver
Center of Excellence (MCoE ) said the
ULCV supports the Army’s divestiture
of the Humvee and is separate from
the Army’s procurement of joint light
tactical vehicles, which are armored.
Parker acknowledges that the Light
Reconnaissance Vehicle (LRV), which is
the subject of a platform demonstration
in August, will take longer to field than
the ULCV because the LRV will require

a modest development effort to integrate
sensors and weaponry into the vehicle.

Protection Via Speed

The high-performance ULCV has a similar
look to the Special Operations Command’s
Ground Mobility Vehicle, and is designed
to move a squad of paratroopers from
drop zone to objective. With the ULCV,
speed will replace armor. As a 2014
MCoE presentation explained: “Base
level of protection is provided by high
mobility to avoid enemy contact.” The
ULCV will not have organic armament,
and mounts for organic infantry platoon
weapons will be integral. To improve
speed, communications and electronic
equipment will not be mounted. Instead,
they’ll be supplied by the infantry squad.
Procurement of an armed LRV will follow.
2014 MCoE conference documents
indicate that five ULCV will transport an
infantry (airborne) platoon, nominally
39 personnel plus at least three habitual
attachments (medics, fire support officers).
Three vehicles support an equal number of
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Vehicle Spotlight ULCV Competition
rifle squads, a fourth for heavy weapons,
and a fifth for the platoon leader and
enablers. The first vehicle could be in
service by the end of 2016, particularly if an
existing design is chosen. Combat infantry
brigades of the 18th Airborne Corps should
begin using these new vehicles within 2430 months, provided funding is allocated.
Last June, a vendor-funded Platform
Performance Demonstration (PPD)
was held at Fort Bragg, N.C., to help the
MCoE assess if industry can deliver a
ULCV candidate that meets threshold
requirements as written. Six commercially
available vehicles meeting initial screening
thresholds participated in the PPD. As a
baseline, candidate vehicles were compared
to the 1097A1 Humvee.

Competition
Spotlight
Polaris Defense

“The DAGOR ultra-light, off-road
combat vehicle was designed to meet the
demanding needs of the Special Forces
customer,” said Jed Leonard, Manager
of Advanced Mobility Platforms, Polaris
Defense. “The result is a vehicle from
Polaris that balances rapid tactical air
transportability, payload and extreme
off-road mobility while maintaining a curb
weight of less than 4,500 lbs.”
DAGOR’s design offers a light-weight
vehicle to support varying missions in
extreme terrain at full 3,250-lbs. payload,
according to Polaris. The open layout
maximizes loading space, flexibility, access
to equipment, and multiple configuration
options. The vehicle is configurable to
carry a nine-person infantry squad over
extreme terrain. Polaris said that DAGOR
allows Special Operations Forces (SOF) to
move quickly to objectives with missioncritical equipment and personnel. DAGOR
also has a 500-mile range and is heavy
weapons capable.
DAGOR’s overall size and weight
maximizes transportability via SOF’s
frequently used tactical aircraft, according
to the manufacturer. DAGOR has
completed government durability testing
and is certified for CH-47 internal air
transport, air drop, and UH-60 Black
Hawk sling load.
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The Hendrick Dynamics Commando

Hendrick Dynamics

The Hendrick Dynamics Commando
ULCV entrant was the second and final
candidate to “meet every threshold
requirement for the ULCV,” according
to a company press release. The ULCV
is a heavily ruggedized and performance
enhanced modified Jeep Wrangler,
with 2+3+4 seating configurations and
rollover protective structure (ROPS) that
covers all vehicle occupants. The vehicle
bodywork is slightly extended, but the
wheelbase is not modified according to
information provided to A&M.
Marshall Carlson, Hendrick
Dynamics General Manager noted,
“When the Army issued their ULCV RFI
‘to screen potential commercial-off-theshelf (COTS) solutions’ it showed their
new direction.” Through deployments,
Hendrick Dynamics Commando vehicles
supported combat operations in the most
austere locations. A patented process for
modifying commercial vehicles to meet
tie-down requirements is used, enabling
air transport, according to Carlson.
The Jeeps were initially deployed
in Afghanistan for a science and
technology program supporting Army
Special Operations Forces; meeting lowcost COTS vehicle requirements with
better range and payload than an LTATV, and improved mobility compared
to small pickups. Hendrick said their
$75,000 ULCV prototype took just six
weeks to build and includes ABS and
FMVSS roll mitigation.

Vyper Adamas
Of the six demonstrated vehicles, the
Vyper Adamas Python V3x was reported
to have met or exceeded all MCoE ULCV
draft requirements without modification,
according to Shane Sterling, President
of Vyper Adamas. His firm is an active
competitor for both the Army’s ULCV and
LRV acquisitions.
“Last summer at the PPD, we were
informed the V3x held the record time for
passenger loading and egress,” Sterling
said. “Our ULCV candidate demonstrated
it could meet or exceed all the draft
requirements without modification. Troops
have enough room to store their equipment
in the vehicle, negating the need to hang
equipment off the sides. This is especially
important when you are rapidly loading or
unloading on a CH-47.”
The V3x has a modular pod design that
adapts to changing mission parameters. A
medical pod can be used for triage, then
the vehicle can switch back to being a troop
transport once back at base. “The military
gets a cost-effective vehicle that is designed
from the ground up, not a rehash of a
current design,” said Sterling.

Boeing

The Boeing Phantom Badger is a highperformance tactical vehicle with
interchangeable mission modules certified
for internal transport aboard the V-22,
CH-47, and other aircraft. It is approved for
sling-load operations from single or dual
points with rotary-wing aircraft, as well as
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The Vyper Adamas PYTHON V3X

air-drop missions from a C-17 or C-130.
Currently in production for elements of U.S. Special
Operations Command, Phantom Badger enables a wide range of
sustained medium-to-long special operations missions not possible
with existing vehicles. The combination of transportability and
exceptional all-terrain performance provides maximum mission
flexibility with a highly survivable vehicle. The customizable rear
module can support a range of critical mission profiles including
special reconnaissance, combat search and rescue, casualty
transport or direct action with weapons mounts.
Four-wheel steering enables precision maneuverability and
a tight turning radius, while Phantom Badger’s independent
suspension system provides optimal ride quality for its operators.
The adjustable ground clearance provides the best ride height,
whether traveling at highway speeds or in rugged off-road
conditions.

GD-OTS / Flyer Defense

The Boeing Phantom Badger
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General Dynamics’ Ordnance and Tactical Systems (GD-OTS)
Advanced Light Strike Vehicle (ALSV) was also present. The
vehicle can be configured to carry nine troops. Able to ford up to
30 inches without preparation, the GD-OTS/Flyer Defense ALSV
can reach speeds of over 100 mph.
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Force Vision SOC Roundtable

ENVISIONING THE

FUTURE FORCE
A&M asked the leaders of Air Force, Army, and Marine Corps Special
Operations Commands about their current mission focus and challenges.

An MC-130J Commando II takes off at Melrose Air Force Range, N.M. The aircraft’s
crew demonstrated its capability to take off, land, and perform air drops in remote
areas during a joint exercise in April 2015. (Airman 1st Class Shelby Kay-Fantozzi)

Lt. Gen. Bradley
Heithold
Commanding General
U.S. Air Force Special
Operations Command
(AFSOC)

A&M: What are your
principal strategic
objectives and how will
you achieve them?
Lt. Gen. Heithold: AFSOC will provide unwavering support
to the geographic combatant commanders with the world’s
premier special operations aviation capability. AFSOF will
be prepared to conduct our core missions across the range
of military operations, supporting the continuous global
campaign of steady-state special operations; major operations,
and unpredictable crises of national importance.
AFSOC has a number of challenges facing us in the near
term. Our first is that there simply is not enough AFSOC
forces. The biggest complaint I hear from the warfighters
is that they want more AFSOC. We are making a difference
on the battlefield with our highly trained airmen and
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our specialized capabilities which include our precision
fires, specialized mobility, and special tactics airmen who
synchronize both conventional and special operations air-toground operations. Our transformational CV-22, which takes
off like a helicopter and f lies like an airplane, is bringing a new
dimension to warfare and expanding our ability to support
both conventional and special operations commanders.
Second, we are facing an enemy and environment which
is becoming more complex by the day. A significant challenge
faced by both conventional and special operations aviation is
the emergence of enemy anti-access and area-denial strategies
and capabilities. These capabilities and strategies are making it
increasingly difficult to conduct certain traditional operations.
We are constantly examining new strategies and capabilities to
mitigate these challenges.
Third, AFSOC is right in the middle of recapitalizing our
legacy C-130 aircraft to a much more capable and survivable
C-130J. As we transition aircraft, there may be periods when
we won’t have the full complement of our combat aircraft.
My promise to my airmen is that we will not send them into
combat until we provide them with fully combat-capable and
survivable aircraft.
A&M: How are you working to address the growing
security issues with partners in Afghanistan, NATO,
and elsewhere?
Lt. Gen. Heithold: SOCOM is committed to training our
partner aviation SOF to help curb lawlessness, insurgency,
subversion, and terrorism within their borders. The ultimate
U.S. goal is to develop strong regional partners who can
address their own internal problems. AFSOC supports the
SOCOM Foreign Internal Defense mission with our highly
trained Aviation FID personnel and capabilities. AFSOC
possesses the only Air Force unit (6 SOS) with specialized
Combat Aviation Advisors who advise, train, and assist partner
forces. Currently, AFSOC Combat Aviation Advisors are
training Afghan special air units to integrate and synchronize
with Afghani Special Forces. Within the last year, we have seen
tremendous progress in their ability to conduct both joint and
unilateral special operations missions. In the last several years,
our Combat Aviation Advisors have conducted numerous
deployments around the globe in nations in the Middle East,
Africa, Europe, the Pacific, and South America to help build
and strengthen partner aviation capacity.
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We have established four AFSOC priorities
Priority 1: Provide Combat Ready Forces

Primary focus is to provide specialized Air Force airpower
(AFSOC’s eight core missions) to conduct and support
special operations. Provide the best, most highly-trained
air commandos to the fight. Do this by superior selection,
providing the highest quality education and training, and
enhancing our understanding of the operational environment

Priority 2: Create an Environment for our Airmen and
Families to Thrive

Ensuring our airmen are mentally, emotionally, and
spiritually prepared. Improving resiliency, providing time and
predictability. Taking pride in our command and our work
environment.

Priority 3: Transform Training to Optimize Human
Performance

AFSOC Air Commandos are training to a new and higher
standard, requiring full spectrum improvement of all training
and development devices, including aircrew training devices,
operationalized education environments, courseware, and
infrastructure. AFSOF will shoot more, fly more, and train
harder than anybody in the Air Force. Finding new and better
ways to train and prepare for challenges integrating live,
virtual, constructive training devices and simulators

Priority 4: Modernize and Sustain the Force

• Resource readiness, while at the same time, prepare for the
future.
• Succeed on today’s battlefields while posturing for tomorrow’s
uncertainties.
• Continually analyze capability portfolio to optimize the best
mix of aircraft, equipment, and people needed to get the
tough job done.
• Strive to identify the emerging technologies that will facilitate
our victory in future conflicts.
• Provide air commandos with state-of-art, game-changing
technologies/equipment.
A&M: How is AFSOC bringing assets to bear in the
Asia Pacific region?
Lt. Gen. Heithold: While the AFSOC mission is to provide
Airmen who can support global special operations, AFSOC is
committed to supporting the U.S. security shift to the AsiaPacific region. AFSOC has maintained an aviation presence in
the Pacific since the Vietnam conf lict. Today, our 353rd Special
Operations Group, based at Kadena AB, Japan, supports special
operations requirements from just off the U.S. Pacific coast
to midway across the Indian Ocean with both our legacy and
newly delivered MC-130J aircraft. Currently, we are supporting
PACOM security objectives by participating in a number
of regional exercises and other training activities with our
traditional partners. Additionally, we continue to participate
in special operations activities with our newer partners. These
ongoing activities continue to ensure regional access, presence,
and situational awareness for our decision makers.
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Soldiers assigned to 1st Battalion, 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne) jump
out of a C-130 Hercules aircraft over a drop zone in Germany. (Visual Information
Specialist Jason Johnston)

LTG Charles
T. Cleveland

Commander
U.S. Army Special Operations
Command (USASOC)
A&M: Can you please explain
some lessons learned from
the campaigns in Afghanistan
and Iraq?
LTG Cleveland: In many ways, the ARSOF 2022 vision was
the result of myriad lessons we learned over the last 14 years
of conflict. We redefined the Special Operations Forces (SOF)
narrative by articulating the two forms of special operations—
surgical strike and special warfare—because we learned that
previous attempts to describe our force as “black/white,”
“national/theater,” and “direct/indirect” focused on the nature
of the funding, command and control structures, authorities, or
operational approach and had limited utility.
The terms special warfare and surgical strike more accurately
describe our force based on its capabilities. The vast changes we
made to revitalize our unconventional warfare (UW) capability
was predicated on a gap we identified as a result of more than a
decade of counterinsurgency focus. Our efforts to close the seams
between ARSOF and conventional forces and between ARSOF
and the interagency are a result of the challenges we faced in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
A&M: Please discuss some technological priorities over
the next ten years and training goals during that time in
relation to carrying out ARSOF 2022.
LTG Cleveland: Over the last few years, we have accomplished
a great deal in relation to carrying out the ARSOF 2022 vision.
We established the 1st Special Forces Command (Airborne)
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(Provisional), a force of 21,000 that is counted as one of the Army’s
divisions. We created the foundation and backbone for SOF
operational art and made sound progress in incorporating
it into the national defense lexicon. We restored our UW
focus and deployed these revitalized capabilities in support
of geographic combatant commanders and our interagency
partners. But there is much more work to be done. While
much of our focus is on our human capital, advancing the
ARSOF 2022 vision, by necessity, requires we make innovative
technological advances on par with our investments in people.
We’ve invested in non-standard commercial vehicles
to provide a low-visibility and survivable platform that is
sustainable in austere environments around the world through
locally available parts and service. A contract was awarded
and developmental testing completed in August 2014; early
user assessment took place in June 2014 and initial operating
capability was achieved in September 2014.
We’re utilizing a versatile combination of commercial-offthe-shelf and joint systems to provide worldwide [command and
control] support to deployed forces while ensuring the ability to
operate with coalition forces. We’ve enhanced our UW operator
training and professional military education (PME) by revising
special warfare training and education across the qualification
and PME realm to improve asymmetric and UW capabilities.
We’re developing a basic, intermediate, and advanced
training program for special warfare and surgical strike
impacted and enabled by the cyber domain. This tiered program
will provide a recognized and validated capability to not only
mitigate cyber threats to personnel and missions but to utilize
the cyber domain for core activities in current and future
operating environments. These programs will address both the
common ARSOF requirements as well as those of the units.
We’re expanding our Military Freefall (MFF) capacity to meet
the Special Forces Regiment’s need to mitigate anti-access and
area-denial threat capabilities. By 2017, all active duty Special
Forces Qualification Course graduates will attend the MFF
Parachutist Course, meeting the requirement for 5 x MFF-capable
SF groups.
We’re maintaining the comparative advantage over adversaries
through the technology application of SOF-unique mission
equipment packages in the areas of navigation/targeting;
command and control; and survivability; and improving vertical
maneuver capabilities by developing/introducing technology
improvements that enhance aviation attributes of speed, range,
and payload.
These are but a small sampling of the proposed solutions to
the challenges we identified through the ARSOF 2022 vision.
This enormous effort is managed by the ARSOF 2022 Roadmap
process, which ensures they are integrated across the doctrine,
organization, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, facilities,
and policy (DOTMLPF-P) domains and synchronized across
all the ARSOF functions and formations. Offices of primary
responsibility work to synchronize solutions by keeping every
unit involved and integrating solutions by ensuring that every
resource domain that applies is addressed. By managing the
solutions this way, we save resources and prevent multiple people
or organizations from working on multiple solutions to the same
problem.
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A&M: Please discuss ARSOF’s future plans.
LTG Cleveland: For the last two years, the U.S. Army Special
Operations Command’s future has been guided by the ARSOF
2022 vision articulated in two publications, ARSOF 2022 and
ARSOF 2022 Part II.
ARSOF 2022 focused on tactical formations and served as a
blueprint for change. It changed the SOF narrative to surgical
strike and special warfare, identified a gap in UW as a result of
ten years of counterinsurgency focus, and defined the future
operating environment. It introduced the command’s six
priorities required to institute change.
ARSOF 2022 Part II focused on institutional reform and
the development of a SOF operational-level capability. It
spelled out 148 tasks, proposed solutions required to achieve
the ARSOF 2022 vision, and provided a method for evaluating
and scoring our progress.
Implementing changes of this magnitude over the last two
years created a fair amount of turmoil. After the dust settled,
it became clear that the final edition of the ARSOF series
needed to refocus on what matters most to ARSOF. Despite
changes [and] the future operating environment, what matters
to ARSOF—what will always matter most to ARSOF—is our
people.

Maj. Gen.
Joseph L.
Osterman

Commander
Marine Corps Forces
Special Operations
Command (MARSOC)
A&M: What is MARSOC’s
role in SOCOM, from force
integration to leadership?
Maj. Gen. Osterman: MARSOC is tasked by SOCOM to
provide operational forces trained in:
• Direct action (DA)
• Special reconnaissance (SR)
• Security Force Assistance (SFA)
• Counterinsurgency (COIN)
• Foreign internal defense (FID)
• Counterterrorism (CT)
MARSOC is also tasked to provide support to civil affairs
operations, military information support operations, foreign
humanitarian assistance, unconventional warfare, and
countering of weapons of mass destruction operations, as well
as training, equipping, planning for, and providing forces to
execute SOF command and control.
Finally, MARSOC is tasked to explore the interdependence,
interoperability, and integration of SOF and conventional
forces, both during planning and on the battlefield and
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perspective, there has been no impact. We are successfully
accomplishing all our assigned tasks effectively and efficiently.
A&M: How will MARSOC work on recruitment and
retention?

MARSOC operators saw through a steel door during visit, board, search, and seizure training near Naval Base Coronado, CA, in January 2015. (Sgt. Donovan Lee)

specifically as it relates to crisis response.
A&M: What are MARSOC’s key highlights over the past
year and half?
Maj. Gen. Osterman: Until 2015, MARSOC’s primary focus
was support of operations in Afghanistan. MARSOC has now
operationally reoriented in order to better support the GCCs
in the post-OEF environment. MARSOC’s forces are now
regionally focused in order to provide persistently forward
deployed, reinforced Marine Special Operations Companies
[MSOCs (Rein)] to U.S. Central Command, U.S. Pacific
Command, and U.S. Africa Command. The MARSOC training
continuum produces task organized MSOCs capable of full
spectrum special operations with particular emphasis on
skills related to partner nation capacity building. The three
battalions of the Marine Special Operations Regiment and
Marine Special Operations Support Group have regionally
oriented to effectively produce this capability in support of
these commands. In addition, each forward deployed MSOC
(Rein) is also attuned to the unique regional requirements of
their deployment area, including language capability and any
specific regional tactical capabilities.
A&M: How is MARSOC funded? What are its growth
plans?
Maj. Gen. Osterman: MARSOC receives annual spending
authority in the Operations and Maintenance appropriation
from SOCOM and USMC. Current annual projection is $164.4
million ($121 million from SOCOM; $43.4 million from
USMC). As a result of the Marine Requirements Oversight
Council (MROC) MROCM 03-2013, MARSOC’s previously
approved and planned end strength was capped at FY 13
authorizations of 2,742. No growth is projected in out years.
To date, unlike the conventional forces, budget constraints
have had marginal impacts on MARSOC’s equipment
acquisitions, maintenance, and training. In FY 16, expectations
are that the impacts will become significant if the spending
caps established in the 2011 Budget Control Act for FY 16
are enforced (not adjusted or repealed). From an operational
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Maj. Gen. Osterman: Our recruiting goals and priorities in
the next year or two include informing and educating the force
and preparing those Marines selected to attend assessment
and selection (A&S). We continue to build the force by using
the best practices in recruiting and screening, in which to
assign qualified Marines for the critical skills operator, special
operations officer pipeline program. Our community does not
strive for minimums. We continue to look for those individuals
who want to continue serving their Corps and nation beyond
the tip of the spear.
Those Marines that have been selected to A&S will be
provided every opportunity to prepare for the MARSOC arena.
MARSOC is dedicated to improving training methods and
techniques to educate and arm those selectees by continuing
to improve the existing 10-week preparation program called
the MARSOC Fitness Preparation Mobile Application. The
application has already generated over 40,000 downloads via
iPhone and Android devices, which are intended to better
prepare candidates for the A&S course. Additionally, we are
working to add preparation videos to both the website and
mobile app.
A&M: Please describe MARSOC’s role in Afghanistan
and other theaters.
Maj. Gen. Osterman: MARSOC maintains a forward-deployed
MSOC (Rein) in the CENTCOM, AFRICOM, and PACOM
regions. We were able to make this shift as the requirements in
Afghanistan drew down. Recent events in CENTCOM have not
altered MARSOC’s deployments to AFRICOM or PACOM.
A&M: What is your personal perspective on MARSOC
through the 2020s?
Maj. Gen. Osterman: MARSOC will continue to develop
capabilities rapidly based on the operational demands of
the geographic combatant commands and theater special
operations commands. However, MARSOC is striving to
maintain the leading edge on leveraging emerging technologies
that provide our forces a comparative advantage against enemy
networks globally. The integrated, cross-functional manner in
which we train our forces ensures that we continue to innovate,
experiment, and adapt operational and tactical concepts to
ensure theater SOF forces remain capable of staying ahead
of and inf luencing emerging enemies and assisting partners
globally to defeat those threats to security and stability.
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Commander’s Corner
Global Force Synchronization
To Counter Threat Adaptation
General Joseph L. Votel attended the United States Military
Academy and was commissioned in 1980 as an Army
Infantry Officer. His initial assignments were to the 3d
Infantry Division in Germany where he served as a Rif le
Platoon Leader, Executive Officer, Battalion Adjutant and
Rif le Company Commander.
Following this tour, he was assigned to Headquarters,
Allied Forces Southern Europe in Naples, Italy, and the
NATO Peace Implementation Force (IFOR) in Sarajevo. He
commanded the 2nd Battalion, 22nd Infantry (Light) at Fort
Drum, N.Y., and was subsequently selected to command the
1st Ranger Battalion at Hunter Army Airfield, Savannah,
GA. Following attendance at the Army War College,
General Votel commanded the 75th Ranger Regiment and
participated in Operation Enduring Freedom, Afghanistan,
and Operation Iraqi Freedom, Iraq.
As a general officer, General Votel served in the
Pentagon as the Director of the Army and Joint Improvised
Explosive Device (IED) Defeat Task Force and subsequently
as the Deputy Director of the Joint IED Defeat Organization
established under the Deputy Secretary of Defense. He also
served as the Deputy Commanding General (Operations),
82nd Airborne Division/CJTF-82, Operation Enduring
Freedom, Afghanistan, and was subsequently assigned
as the Deputy Commanding General of the Joint Special
Operations Command, Fort Bragg, N.C. His most recent
assignment was as the Commanding General of the Joint
Special Operations Command.
General Votel is a graduate of the Infantry Officer Basic
and Advanced Courses, United States Army Command and
General Staff College, and the United States Army War
College. He assumed command of U.S. Special Operations
Command (SOCOM) in August 2014.
Interview by A&M Editor Kevin Hunter
A&M: After being at the helm of SOCOM for the past nine
months, can you tell us about the priorities you have
established for the Command?
GEN Votel: I assumed the role of commander for an organization
that was already operating at a very high level and pace. That said,
no path, especially the right one, is ever straight. That is why we are
continually checking and adjusting the azimuth we are on to ensure
we are on the right path to accomplishing the right objectives that
are essential for the success and long-term health of SOCOM and
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General Joseph L. Votel
Commander
U.S. Special Operations Command
MacDill AFB, FL

Special Operations Forces (SOF).
I have established five priorities to ensure everyone in the
command understands what I see as the essential objectives for
USSOCOM and SOF. The first priority is to ensure SOF maintains
the readiness level required to accomplish the missions the nation
expects us to accomplish. We will maintain that readiness level
by developing the right people, with the right skills, and providing
them the right capabilities to meet current requirements as well
as the requirements that will emerge in the future. This means
we must remain faithful to the first SOF Truth—humans are
more important than hardware. We will remain faithful to the
first SOF Truth by investing in our people to ensure they have
the right skills, the opportunity to develop their talents, and have
equipment that will enhance their capabilities.
Second, we must successfully play our role to ensure the
nation effectively deals with today’s national security challenges
to keep our citizens safe. We can do this by following the strategic
guidance and serve as the global synchronizer for the planning
of special operations and the provider of SOF in support of the
geographic combatant commanders (GCCs). When the GCCs are
successful, we are successful. When the GCCs win, the nation
wins.
Third, we must continue to build relationships in order to
increase our situational awareness and understanding. The
greater [these are], the better we will be able to offer realistic,
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effective options for policymakers. We must continue to build
relationships to ensure our network development outpaces that
of threat networks. This has already had a positive impact as
shown by the relationships SOCOM has developed across interagency and coalition partners. Each have strengthened our ability
to coordinate on matters such as hostage rescue, the movement
of foreign fighters, international training, and developing the
capabilities for responding to shared threats.
Fourth, we must prepare for the future by investing in SOF
that are able to win in an increasingly complex world. Adaptability
is key, and we must be an innovator of strategic options. This
means we will focus on developing concepts, training, doctrine,
education, and research that are future-oriented and challenge
current operational thinking.
The fifth priority is the foundation, the essential
underpinning, of the other priorities and everything else. We
must preserve our force and their families. We must ensure their
short- and long-term well-being. People—military, civilian, and
families—are our most important asset. We have always prided
ourselves in the way we have taken care of our people, but after
more than a decade of war their well-being and resiliency is our
primary concern and focus. In order to preserve our SOF and
families, we are taking a holistic approach that focuses on human
performance, psychological performance, and social performance
of not just our service members but their families as well.
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A&M: Understanding that you have a role and responsibility
that spans the globe, and after hearing about your focus on
preparing for the future, what is your chief concern about
the future regarding emerging trends in the global security
environment?
GEN Votel: My chief concern is the rapid rise of “gray zone” security
challenges. Those are the challenges that fall between peace and war
on the spectrum of conflict. Globalization, particularly the exponential
spread of technology and information, is leading to the diffusion of
power and impacting the global order in new and dangerous ways.
Previously, state-to-state interactions dominated the global
strategic environment. Today, we face a national security landscape
populated by a range of newly networked and empowered state and
non-state actors executing strategies designed to avoid traditional
military responses. We can say for sure that such challenges will help
define the security environment through the mid-term, but their
ambiguous and changing nature makes them extremely difficult to
predict.
The scale of societal change we are witnessing from the Internet
and the growth of computing power is phenomenal. It is a change
that is greater and much faster than the impact brought about by the
invention of the Gutenberg press. We must be able to collaborate,
adapt, and innovate more rapidly than the forces that threaten our
collective well-being.
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SOF will continue to be in high demand. SOCOM’s greatest
readiness challenge is meeting the current demands while also
ensuring our forces have the time required to rest, refit, and retrain.
A&M: What is SOCOM’s most significant operational
readiness challenge?
GEN Votel: Given the growing asymmetric threats to U. S.
national security, SOF will continue to be in high demand.
SOCOM’s greatest readiness challenge is meeting the current
demands while also ensuring our forces have the time required to
rest, refit, and retrain. There is careful balance between meeting
the current requirements and preparing for future challenges.
To meet this challenge, we are taking advantage of existing
training opportunities and funding sources by aligning Special
Operations and Conventional Forces (SOF-CF) for training and
exercises. Integration, interoperability, and interdependence, or
SOF-CF I3, is critical to maximizing not only our potential, but
helping the services prepare for this challenge as well.
Today, SOF-CF I3 is yielding exceptional results. Increased premission training and coordination, frequent joint exercises, the
mutual exchange of liaison officers, and a host of lessons learned
have directly resulted in the successes we have come to realize on
the battlefield. But there is always room for improvement. We must
continue to look forward to seize and capitalize on opportunities
as they materialize.
A perfect example of these types of opportunities exist when
we start to discuss the difference in pace and speed of operations.
GCCs and CF operate at a slower pace than SOF at the tactical level
of C2. We must continue to address [this] in exercises to mitigate
this difference.
Another great opportunity for enhancing SOF-CF I3 is to
develop and conduct more deliberate training and education plans
… between SOF and CF. One of the most frequent impediments
has been the lack of experience and understanding of each other’s
missions, capabilities, and limitations. A mechanic can’t get the
maximum benefit from the tools in the tool box if he or she does
not understand what the tool is designed to do and its strengths
and limitations.
Frankly, USSOCOM has an obligation to educate our CF
brethren about the full scope of our abilities so they understand
how to best leverage our capabilities in future conflicts.
Professional military education about SOF needs to be part
of initial officer training and incorporated into officer and
noncommissioned officer [education] at all levels.
To this end, more and more SOF and CF are modeling the
“Train Like You Fight” mantra. From the team level to division
headquarters, we have learned that you can’t wait until you are
on the battlefield to learn how to work together. As previously
mentioned, joint training and exercises at the Joint Training
Centers have yielded amazing results.
A&M: How is SOCOM maximizing its relationships with
existing international SOF commands and building new
partnerships?
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GEN Votel: Since 2012, USSOCOM has deliberately worked
to strengthen partnerships with our international counterparts
in order to enhance information sharing. We have done
this by enabling regular communication and coordination
through liaison relationships and the utilization of improved
multinational communications infrastructures.
Currently, 12 nations are represented at SOCOM, with three
more to arrive in the coming months. Such a liaison presence
facilitates robust communication with partner SOF and has
proven its worth in its ability to coalesce partnerships rapidly
around problems and build communities of interest related to
potential challenges in the future. As a complementary effort,
SOCOM also invests in U.S. SOF liaison positions abroad.
Going forward, we will continue to strengthen existing
partnerships and forge new ones through our liaisons and
our nation-to-nation agreements that facilitate information
sharing. SOCOM already has many tools at our disposal to
improve collaboration and coordination with our partners. It
is imperative that we exercise these tools and continue to push
the boundaries of what is possible. Our ability to confront
the dynamic threats we face today depends on our ability to
maintain existing momentum and further our ability to share
information and communicate globally as partners.
From an information technology standpoint, we work
closely with the Undersecretary of Defense for Intelligence
(USD-I) and the Defense Information Support Agency (DISA)
as they mature enterprise-wide capabilities. Using the help
of USD-I, we have expanded the use of their classified U.S.
Battlefield Information Collection and Exploitation System
globally. This provides us with a unique capability to bring
partner nation senior leadership into our planning processes.
On the unclassified side, we utilize DISA’s All Partner Access
Network to help us manage a broad international network of
special operations partners.
A&M: Is there anything you would like to leave
readers with?
GEN Votel: Commanding this tremendous organization of
quiet professionals is one of my greatest honors. I have had the
opportunity in my first months of command to get out and see
SOCOM’s men and women both here in the states and across
the globe. From Afghanistan to the Philippines, they have
inspired me with their dedication and self less service. They are
truly one of the things that make this country great, and I am
in awe of them and what they accomplish.
As much as I am in awe of the men and women of SOCOM,
the true heroes are the families. The families and the sacrifices
they make are what enable us to face the challenges and
provide for the nation’s and our fellow citizens’ security each
and every day.
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Industry Partner Dell

CAPABILITY-FOCUSED,
RUGGEDLY DESIGNED
By Patrick Seidensticker, Director, Dell Rugged Mobility

F

rom humble beginnings in a University of Texas at Austin
dorm room to a top 25 technology vendor to the federal
government, Dell Inc. built a business that revolutionized
the way computers and information technology are bought and
sold. Today, Dell, provides a wide range of technology solutions to
the U.S. military, as well as state and local governments.
In 2007, the military asked Dell to explore the possibility
for it to supply the U.S. military with ruggedized notebooks for
its personnel deployed in extreme conditions, such as Special
Operations Forces. It helped that Dell was a known and recognized
technology vendor for the U.S. military.
When Dell entered the ruggedized market, it followed the
requirements the military asked for, and true to the Dell way, it
built the products as requested—and still does. Dell is the only tier
one computer vendor to offer a rugged portfolio.

Evolutionary Productivity

Dell continues to invest in the rugged notebook product line.
Last year, it launched three new Latitude Rugged notebooks: the
Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme, a fully-rugged notebook with a
14-inch screen; the Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme, a 12-inch fullyrugged, flip-hinged convertible notebook; and the Latitude 14
Rugged, a 14-inch semi-rugged notebook.
The Latitude 14 Rugged Extreme is capable of meeting diverse
and challenging environments and provides the latest in system
performance and deployment versatility. The rugged mobile
computer is certified for IP-65 protection from sand, dust and
liquid as compression gaskets and a dual-knife-edge design seal all
entry points.
The Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme quickly adapts to changing
environments and can convert from a powerful notebook
computer to a versatile tablet computer for mobile computing in
the field by using dual hinges instead of relying on a single hinge
place in the middle of the device.
The Latitude 14 Rugged notebook is armed with best-in-class
rugged performance and proven enterprise-class security and
manageability for a variety of field conditions. With an attractive
price point, the rugged doesn’t force you to compromise your
computing needs.

Conditional Modularity

The full line of Latitude Rugged notebooks has a number of
versatile modular features that allow the technology to stand up to
the harshest environment conditions, including those of Special
Forces operations. First, Dell redesigned the docking station for
the rugged notebooks and introduced an industry-first pogo-pin
docking connector. The new docking connector doesn’t have any
movable, serviceable parts, so it’s ready to go, when the soldier is
ready.
Unlike other rugged docking stations available in the market
today, all of the Dell Latitude Rugged notebooks can be used with
the same vehicle docking station. This industry-first docking
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solution eliminates the confusion of having too many peripherals
to support the technology in the field. Once a vehicle is outfitted
with a Dell rugged docking station, it will accommodate any of the
three models listed above.
Just as important as the durability of the notebooks is the
core IT features integrated into the Dell Latitude Rugged line.
These rugged notebooks have the Dell business-class control
DNA inside that IT departments trust. The Dell Latitude Rugged
line of notebooks allows the IT support staff to stay in control
of the technology with the most secure, manageable rugged
notebooks, feature industry-leading endpoint security solutions.
These solutions include comprehensive encryption, advanced
authentication and leading-edge malware protection.
As mentioned earlier, the Dell Latitude 12 Rugged Extreme
notebook converts from a standard notebook computer to a tablet
device with ease. It’s able to do so. This modular design allows
the computer to convert in the field with the confidence that the
computer won’t have a structural failure.

Environmental Variety

Other technology worth noting on the Dell rugged notebooks
are the RGB backlit sealed keyboard and touchpad. The outdoor
viewable resistive touch displays and the thermal cooling system to
manage heat in demanding conditions.
The RGB backlit keyboard is customizable, allowing the user to
switch between red, green, blue and white lighting. The keyboard
also has a stealth key that eliminates all lights and sounds with
a single touch. The keyboard is sealed to prevent sand, dust, and
liquid from entering the system via the input function.
The Direct-View outdoor-readable display is designed to
reduce reflections, preserve contrast and conserve battery life.
The touch screen is resistive, meaning the screen responds to the
operator’s finger pressure with or without gloves.
The Dell Latitude Rugged notebooks come equipped with the
fourth-generation QuadCool thermal management system. The
fan-based system enables peak performance in all temperature
extremes.
More info: dell.com/rugged
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Training & Readiness JFKSWCS

EXECUTION THROUGH

PREPARATION

Special Forces Qualification
Course students conduct a
mission during the Robin Sage
exercise. (Army)

Training Green Berets for Unconventional Warfare
By Janice Burton, Deputy Public Affairs Officer

T

he United States must be prepared to conduct special
operations across a strategic environment. As challenges
for access and placement of a larger U.S. presence increase,
those forces capable of conducting unconventional warfare (UW)
will become the more suitable option for decision makers to affect
change and meet future threats. Special Forces soldiers trained to
conduct UW are designed to wade into uncertainty and prevail.

A Different Kind of School

As the sunlight fades on a cold November afternoon, three
American soldiers begin walking through the woods to a meeting.
These Americans are not alone. They are deployed in hostile
territory and must rely upon the kindness of their local guides—
total strangers—to get them to their destination safely. Hours later,
as the night sky turns completely dark, the men make their way
out of a rock tunnel and into a gorge.
Along the cliffs of the gorge, small groups of armed men stand
around makeshift campfires. In the center of the gorge stand
two middle-aged men—men whose frustrated demeanor shows
they have been waiting for quite some time. Their patience has
grown thin. Well aware of this, the Americans make their way
over, introductions and excuses at the ready. They notice fires
are being extinguished as the armed look-outs from above begin
melting into the wood line. There is a tense uncertainty in the air,
but the Americans remain calm and collected. These American
soldiers aspire to serve as Green Berets on a 12-man Special Forces
Operational Detachment-Alpha (SFOD-A)—men who are specially
selected and trained to thrive in the face of uncertainty. This
is their welcome to the notional country of “Pineland” and the
culminating exercise of the Special Forces Qualification Course
known as “Robin Sage.”

Storied Challenge

The world’s foremost UW exercise, Robin Sage has tested the
mettle of aspiring Green Berets for more than 40 years. Conducted
across 15 rural counties in North Carolina’s Piedmont region,
Robin Sage is the ultimate qualifier for soldiers seeking to join
Army Special Forces—the only military organization specifically
selected, trained, and organized to wage UW. Today, these skills
are taught under the expert tutelage of the cadre at the John F.
Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (JFKSWCS) located at
Fort Bragg, N.C.
By the time these soldiers have reached Robin Sage, they
have already endured and received a tremendous amount of
training: a grueling three-week assessment and selection course,
of which only 40 percent of candidates pass; six weeks of initial
UW training and physical fitness; advanced land-navigation
training; six weeks of light infantry/small unit tactics training;
three weeks of survival, evasion, resistance, and escape (SERE)
training; and four months of intensive weapons, communications,
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or demolitions training, dependent upon the soldier’s designated
specialty (medics receive a year’s worth of focused training). All of
this has been successfully accomplished by the time these soldiers
arrive at Robin Sage, which lasts approximately one month.
The purpose of UW is to exploit a hostile power’s political,
military, economic, and information vulnerabilities by developing
and enabling indigenous resistance forces to accomplish U.S.
strategic objectives. During the first week of Robin Sage, students
are initially organized into 12-man SFOD-As, or “A-Teams.”
They participate in in-depth classes on UW doctrine, theory, and
tactics. While the students are involved in classes throughout
the day, their evenings are spent as a team working through and
rehearsing various UW scenarios and dilemmas—taken from
real-world experience—specifically designed to reinforce the
fundamentals and principles they have learned in class.
During the second week of training, the students receive
their mission to infiltrate the country of Pineland. Their task is
to infiltrate the country undetected and connect with, assess,
organize, train, and employ a vetted resistance force to disrupt
and facilitate the removal of a hostile and oppressive regime from
power. The 12-man teams immediately begin an intense 96-hour
mission planning sequence, to include numerous rehearsals
in order to further refine and perfect their standard operating
procedures.
Following four days of strategizing and rehearsing, the
team briefs their plan to the commander, seeking approval to
execute the mission. The plan must account for how they intend
to accomplish the mission and for the numerous contingencies
that could occur, such as being compromised by an enemy force,
losing communication with higher headquarters, or evacuating a
wounded comrade from deep behind enemy lines. It is critical for
each team member to know exactly what to do if and when these
situations occur; all actions must be thought through well ahead of
time. If the commander believes the team has sufficiently planned
and prepared for the mission, it is approved, and the team begins
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preparations to infiltrate Pineland. This is their long-awaited
moment.

Test of Mind and Body

The first hurdle the team must cross is gaining access into
Pineland without being compromised by an enemy force. Once
in Pineland, they must locate and successfully link-up with the
designated resistance force at their guerrilla base, better known
as the “G-base.” The next critical task is for the team to establish
rapport with the guerrilla force leader, known as the “G-Chief.”
This is not meant to be easy, and the G-chief will cut the team no
slack. The team must build and maintain rapport with the G-Chief
using the many techniques they have been taught. Throughout
Robin Sage the team members will be tested through a series of
scenarios and dilemmas that will constantly arise throughout
the mission. These dilemmas are designed to test the soldier’s
competence, judgment, and character—essential attributes for
someone expected to operate in remote, uncertain, and ambiguous
environments with little-to-no direct supervision from a higher
headquarters.
For the next 12 days, each soldier will demonstrate proficiency
in the established learning objectives. Their ability to organize
and train indigenous forces, conduct combat operations, and
then transition those guerrilla forces are a few UW skills that are

perfected at Robin Sage. Throughout the exercise, the experienced
and professional cadre of the JFKSWCS continually coach, teach,
and mentor every soldier to ensure they meet—and preferably
exceed—the established standard.
After two weeks of training, employing, and strengthening the
capability of the guerrilla force in Pineland, it is time for the final
event. The guerrilla force must independently plan and lead a raid
on a key enemy fortification. The team is there to simply provide
guidance and recommendations—not plan or lead the mission for
them. This is where the team—and more importantly the cadre—
can see if they have effectively completed their mission to train the
guerrilla force to operate independently.
If the team has accomplished this goal, the mission will be
a success and Pineland will eventually be liberated from the
oppressive regime. The team realizes the guerrillas are ultimately
only as effective as the training and mentorship they have received.
And they are further reminded that the essence of being a Green
Beret—America’s foremost unconventional warrior—is working
with, through, and by indigenous forces—not by conducting
unilateral operations. Without question, the unique experiences,
timeless principles, and enduring lessons these aspiring Green
Berets have learned in Pineland will go on to serve them well
throughout the rest of their service to the nation in Special
Forces—and for the rest of their lives.
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TAKING THE
NEXT STEPS
How Special Forces Can Maximize UAS
By Erin Flynn Jay, A&M Correspondent

An Army MQ-1C Gray Eagle. (USASOC)

D

uring more than a decade of continuous combat
operations, Special Operations Forces (SOF) have
emerged as a cost‐effective “weapons systems” in
the U.S. military’s arsenal and a major source of strategic
advantage for the country. Beyond the battlefields of Iraq
and Afghanistan, the SOF future operating environment
is complex, ill‐structured, and intractable. U.S. Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) has taken note of the major
global social, political, informational, and economic trends
underway and the converging competition between nation‐
states and non-state actors.
In recent years, unmanned aerial systems (UAS) have
emerged as important tools for counterinsurgency, counterterrorism, and other forms of warfare. Few predict an end to
or deceleration of this trend. In fact, UAS may become more
integral to SOF operations. According to one expert, SOF will
push the use of UAS into the areas of communications relay,
nonlethal attack, logistics support, and specialized counterIED missions. New platforms will have to have much lower
signatures and less vulnerability than current ones.
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USASOC and MARSOC

With UAS playing such an important role in SOF, A&M asked
two special operations commands to bring their perspectives
to readers.
U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) will
leverage emerging technology to continue developing solutions
that enable new ways to engage enemy targets worldwide.
Future solutions would insure that Army Special Forces
(ARSOF) have access to lethal and non-lethal options that best
prepare our nation militarily.
Endurance, or battery life, is a major challenge to Marine
Corps Special Operations Command (MARSOC). Advanced
payloads and a small, foot-mobile Common Ground Control
Station (GCS) are other small, UAS-related technology
areas the Marines are working closely on with the Navy and
SOCOM.

Current Uses

USASOC uses the same UAS as the conventional Army,
and employs them for (generally) the same range of tactical
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capable of staying aloft for 24 hours
and performing wide-area intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).
The first SOF Gray Eagle UAS company,
E/160th (-), was activated at Fort
Huachuca, AZ, in November 2013 and
will continue to support the Gray Eagle
mission with personnel, training, and
equipping, said USASOC Public Affairs.

Focus on Enhancing
UAS Capabilities

applications. Within the 1st Special
Forces Command - Airborne (SFC (A)
these systems include the RQ-7 Shadow,
the Puma AE, and the RQ-11B Raven.
According to USASOC Public
Affairs, most UAS capability, and
organizational differences between
USASOC and the conventional forces ,
resides in the Army’s Special Operations
Aviation Command (ARSOAC) and
its subordinate regiment, the 160th
Special Operations Aviation Regiment
(SOAR). Army Aviation’s Unmanned
Aircraft Division supports, advises,
and assists commanders, units, and staff
elements with all UAS matters and issues
throughout USASOC.
The Gray Eagle, an Army program
of record, provides a brigade-level
medium-altitude, long-endurance UAS
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What does the future hold for enhancing
UAS utilization at USASOC? A number
of the Command’s initiatives are
focused primarily on the expansion
of training and collaboration. SOFaviation individual training expansion,
spearheaded by the USASOC G3,
is broadening the range of special
operations aviation-related individual
training and education. FY 14 milestones
included Special Operations Aviation
Training Battalion development and
implementation of a SOF Gray Eagle
Course, an instructor operator and
standardization operator course, and an
ARSOAC UAS familiarization course.
Over the next ten years, USASOC
Public Affairs said that ARSOF will
look to leverage emerging technology
to continue development of innovative,
low-visibility means and, when required,
non-attributable materiel solutions that
enable ARSOF to discriminately engage
the most sensitive targets around the
globe. Ideally, these solutions would
insure that ARSOF has a different
set of lethal and non-lethal options
with varying levels of discrimination,
feasibility and acceptance.

Marines and UAS

Captain Barry Morris, a Marine
Corps Special Operations Command
(MARSOC) public affairs officer, told
TDM that MARSOC Marines employ
the full spectrum of UAS capabilities
available, such as conducting airborne
ISR. They also utilize UAS for force
protection activities.
MARSOC fields only Group 1 assets,
which are the smallest category of UAS
(around 20 pounds). The USMC seeks to
improve their performance in coming
years. “MARSOC’s specific platform
requirements center around our
organic SUAS,” Morris said of its small

unmanned aerial systems (SUAS). “The
biggest limitation to our current systems
is endurance, which translates to battery
life—battery technology is always of
interest to our SUAS community. Other
SUAS-related technology areas we
are working through our service and
SOCOM on are advanced payloads and
a small, foot-mobile common ground
control station.”
MARSOC’s UAS development
priorities are, like many DoD programs,
focused on improving current platforms.
“MARSOC partners very closely with its
service and with SOCOM in a continual
effort to improve both our organic
SUAS capabilities, and the larger Group
2-5 UAS capabilities,” Morris said.
“Focus over the next several years will
most likely center on payloads versus
platforms, with a longer view towards
the next generation of platforms.”
Currently, neither the Department of the
Navy nor SOCOM has any RFPs out or
imminent for MARSOC UAS.

The Bigger Picture

What does the future hold for SOF and
UAVs? How will Special Forces benefit
most from drones? According to RAND
Corporation Researcher Randy Steeb,
SOF currently use UAS for surveillance,
tracking, targeting, deterrence, and
attack.
“The systems used range from small
organic ones such as Raven, Puma, and
Scan Eagle to larger airfield-based ones
such as Shadow, Predator, and Reaper.
The future will likely see addition of
communications relay, nonlethal attack,
logistics support, and specialized
counter-IED missions,” said Steeb.
“New platforms will have to have much
lower signatures and less vulnerability
than current ones. Hovering multirotor platforms will need to be much
quieter (a DARPA initiative). New tactics
for these platforms will likely involve
swarming and deception to overwhelm
an opponent’s defenses.”
Steeb also said UAVs tend to
contribute most in situations of high
risk (in which manned platforms such
as the A-10 are vulnerable) and long
endurance (such as monitoring high
value target activity or providing patrol
escort). “Urban combat and other types
of complex terrain operations fit these
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The Prox Dynamics PD-100 Black Hornet weighs only 18 grams. (MoD)

characteristics, as the line of sight is often compromised,
collateral damage is a major issue [that requires long
surveillance of noncombatant activity], and the enemy blends
in,” he added.
Urban settings that could require SOF to engage in either
counterinsurgency or counter-terrorism operations present

SOF SYMPOSIUM

Leveraging Global SOF to Increase Regional
Stability & Enhance National Security

http://sof.dsigroup.org

OCTOBER 27—28, 2015
Alexandria, VA
Presented by,
Defense Strategies Institute
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A MARSOC operator launches an RQ-11B Raven during a demonstration at Marine
Corps Base Quantico, VA. An RQ-20A Puma is pictured in the background. (Navy)

opportunities and challenges for UAS development. “In urban
operations where interiors need to be searched, very small
indoor UAS, operating in concert with unmanned ground
vehicles, will be needed,” Steeb explained. He also referenced
other key missions such as anti-access/area denial situations and
surveillance for snatch operations for which UAS could aid SOF.
Yet the RAND researcher also stressed the difficulties
inherent in these operations, regardless of UAS support,
“Counterinsurgency and counter-terrorism can occur in many
different terrains, and UAS have strong role here, but their use
can trigger [negative] reactions from the populace.”
Currently, SOF have many capabilities not available
to regular forces, such as reach-back fire support,
communications, processing, and logistics, Steeb toldA&M.
“They have access to all classes of UAS, but the UAS themselves
need more communications range, better sensors, longer
duration, and greater weapons payload. All of these are in
process,” he said.
Steeb cited fielding of the Aerovironment Switchblade for
organic firepower—an SUAS designed for surveillance and
to serve as a missile when needed; the change between two
Insitu platforms, Scan Eagle to Integrator, for better payload
and sensors; and the shift from General Atomics’ Predator
to Lockheed Martin’s RQ-170 for signature reduction. Steeb
contended that these type of improvements will continue.
UAS should not be examined in isolation, Steeb noted.
“Many of the key capabilities can be accomplished with
advanced missile, rocket, mortar, and glide systems. Examples
are Griffin A and B, Pyros, PERM, Excalibur, and groundlaunched small smart bombs. These perform some of the
functions of a targeting and attack UAS,” he said.
With uncertainty about the future direction of U.S.
military spending, Steeb concluded by noting that SOF and the
DoD are not alone in thinking about these issues. “Another
question is what the enemy will do with their own UAS, and if
Special Forces can combat these,” he said. “It is very difficult
to detect small UAVs, much less shoot them down. More and
more nations have the capability to field most of the mission
capabilities noted above.”
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Leadership Perspective
Evolution with Purpose
NAVAIR’s UAS Plans Prize
Cooperation and Modularity
Since beginning his career as a naval aviator in 1983,
Rear Admiral Mark Darrah has served in variety of roles
including leading an electronic attack squadron during
Operations Northern and Southern Watch in Iraq and later
as commanding officer, Pacific Missile Range Facility and
as the F/A-18 and EA-18G program manager. He also served
as the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter weapon systems program
manager from July 2011 to October 2012.
In November 2012, he assumed the position as
commander, Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft Division
and the assistant commander for Research and Engineering,
NAVAIR. He took over as Program Executive Officer for
Unmanned Aviation & Strike Weapons in October 2014.
Interview by George Jagels
UTS: What direction will NAVAIR take in the next five years
with unmanned systems?
RADM Darrah: From a strategic perspective, we’re following
the guidance given by the Secretary of the Navy and Chief of
Naval Operations, who just released their strategy document, A
Cooperative Strategy for 21st Century Seapower. This describes
where we’re going with unmanned systems. The new functional
area is all-domain access, which is the ability for our Naval Forces to
operate across multiple domains.
The only way we can do that with our unmanned systems is
to focus much more on the payloads and sensors as opposed to
driving everything into the platforms. In the past, we focused on
the platforms and modified sensors to fit instead of netting sensors
together better. The vision for unmanned systems of the future is for
them to carry modular sensors—electroptics (EO), radio frequency
(RF) receivers, or radar sensors—those have to be tied together
or modular and open in a way that we can net them together to
take advantage of the full force. Rather than trying to build single
platforms optimized for a single mission set, we’re much more
looking at optimizing common modular systems across the force to
better enable timely adaptation as the enemy changes what they do.
[In short,] we have to pay more attention to payloads and they need to
be tied together so we can be more flexible.
UTS: Does this mean the platform will always be designed
around the sensors?
RADM Darrah: To a certain point. I’ll use an extreme example: On
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Mark Darrah

Program Executive Officer
Unmanned Aviation & Strike Weapons
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR)
Patuxent River, MD
the aircraft carrier, platform weight and size are very important. If
a sensor is so large that it can’t be put into a carrier-based platform,
then we need to find another way to get that data.
If we were to build a common set of standards for those payloads,
they could be more tailorable so we could break them up, make
them more modular, and possibly put them into different platforms
and tie them together. For the carrier environment, if I could put a
part of a sensor on one platform and I know I can seamlessly tie it
together with another sensor on another platform, I can solve the
problem of limited design-space due to size and weight requirements.
Robust sensors tied together in a resilient network can be distributed
across multiple platforms. So, yes, we want to tailor the platforms to
receive these sensor packages, and a way to do that is through open
architecture and modular systems.
UTS: What sensor capabilities is the Navy interested in
acquiring?
RADM Darrah: We’re always looking to maintain our advantage,
and one of the ways to do that is to operate in sanctuary, or away from
the threat. If I can’t operate in sanctuary, then those sensors need to
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UTS: Can you speak to some
challenges in UCLASS acquisition?

The Fire Scout MQ-8C conducted its first shipboard take-offs and landings in Dec. 2014. (Northrup Grumman)

be operated in a survivable way. First and
foremost, we’re trying to build our sensors
so that they have a breadth of spectrum that
also allows them to operate with the fidelity
necessary to provide critical information. In a
denied environment, we need them to provide
the most important information we’re seeking
and do so quickly.
Full-motion video is very important, as
are electro-optic and infrared capabilities.
We’re always interested in the ability of radio
frequency (RF) systems to look from a wide
range of very low to extremely high frequency.
You can’t always do that on the same package
because of the size of the aperture required,
so we have to distribute the right systems on
the right platforms. Magnetic detection, [such
as that used in anti-submarine warfare], is
important as well. That said, being able to go
multi-spectral is important; you want to use
multiple media combined together to generate
solid situational awareness.
UTS: After working on the F-35,
what experience will you bring to the
Unmanned Carrier-Launched Airborne
Surveillance and Strike (UCLASS)
program?
RADM Darrah: In the F-35 program, I
learned the importance of modeling and
simulation to generate an understanding of
how complex systems work together. The
idea of distributing sensors across multiple
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platforms is going to require us to generate
models and simulations to understand how
those interactions either generate the effects
we require or we’re missing something.
Right now, NAVAIR is also working
on something called live, virtual, and
constructive simulations, which involves
combining an actual sensor, weapon, or
platform in a virtual scenario to test the
feasibility of the system.
For example, I could have a “live,” real
radar on a range tracking a real airplane
that’s linked together “virtually” through
a laboratory or test center. We can run
“constructed” scenarios of what we expect
our adversaries and friendly platforms to do.
Live, virtual, and constructive simulations are
high-fidelity tests, meaning they are close to
reality.
We can run hundreds and thousands
of scenarios repeatedly and validate (or not)
what our models told us. This is much more
affordable than using real systems, which
would require several hundred aircraft and is
not feasible at U.S. ranges.
We’ve already started these simulations.
When I was commander and chief engineer
at the Naval Air Warfare Center, Aircraft
Division, one of my responsibilities was
building up the laboratory infrastructure to
generate this live, virtual, and constructive
environment. It’s really ready for when
UCLASS goes into its robust system
development and demonstration phase.

RADM Darrah: I wouldn’t say
“challenge,” rather I would say we have
an exciting opportunity. Our vision is to
take 70 different programs that contribute
a unique technology or capability and
tie them together. [For UCLASS], the
government is going to act as a lead
capability integrator for three main
segments: air (including the vehicle),
aircraft carrier, and ground control.
The last is quite exciting because it
could be part of a scalable common control
station for a multitude of unmanned
systems. Industry will provide us with
the pieces with the common standards
discussed above, and we then will drive
and direct the integration; we’ve done that
a few places, but this is a big one. We’re
expecting the common control station to
be fielded in the next two to three years.
This vision is based on the fact that
I can’t afford to put a different control
station for all the UAVs that are going
to operate off of ships on every ship—I
would run out of space. There’s also a cost
to train sailors on each station. So, the
common control station will be able to
control multiple unmanned systems, and
operators trained to pilot the Triton would
only need a small amount of extra training
to fly the Fire Scout. One of my program
offices, PMA-281, has direct responsibility
for developing the common control station,
and we’re making great progress right now
and have done several software loads.
UTS: Are you looking at any sensor
package upgrades to smaller UAS?
RADM Darrah: Fortunately, these smaller
systems have less complexity than large
group five systems, so the integration of
new sensor packages can be done more
rapidly. The state of the art, particularly
regarding fitting more capabilities in less
space, is really developing quickly and
systems are more modular.
For the RQ-21A Blackjack and RQ11B Raven, for example, we’re looking at
smaller sensor gimbals for EO/IR and other
parts of the spectrum. To improve the
ability of these systems to gain sanctuary,
we are also constantly looking for more
fidelity. This includes RF reception, where
our industrial base has gotten very good
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UCAS-D taking off of the USS Bush during July 2013 carrier trials. (Navy)

at including wide-band frequency reception capabilities that don’t
need as much cooling in smaller systems. The RQ-21 and RQ-11
are very “open,” and we have a lot of small businesses working on
packages we’re constantly testing.
UTS: Please discuss shipboard launch with the RQ-21.
RADM Darrah: We’ve done the initial operational test and
evaluation for a shipboard maritime ISR capability where the
Blackjack is launched, does its mission, and is recovered by flying
its wing into a rope-like device that catches it. Right now, we’re
focused on putting this capability on Marine Corps amphibious
ready group–type ships and Navy destroyers.

get a lot of ideas for both upgrades to sensors and how we can take
advantage of the system.

Defense Strategies Institute:

3rd Annual EOD / IED
& Countermine

UTS: Can you provide an update on the MQ-8C (Charlie)
Fire Scout?
RADM Darrah: We’re continuing to test at Point Mugu, CA,
and it’s going really well. The line-of-sight data link is operating
seamlessly at 150 miles. We’re already past 400 hours of flight time
during the developmental test period, and we had a successful first
ship-based test for USS Dunham in December of last year. This
validated the take-off and landing procedures. We should see our
first operational test period in the beginning of FY 16.
Regarding deployments, the plan is to build composite
detachments with the MH-60R Seahawk, with one Fire Scout that
will operate in tandem from a Littoral Combat Ship (LCS). The
crew piloting the MH-60R will also operate the Fire Scout, so we
get synergy with our crew size and the benefit of persistent ISR
afforded by an unmanned system.
We’re looking at the best way to combine the operations of
those two assets to support the LCS mission—a ship with multiple
mission modules. Like anything else, as soon as we get these
systems out to the fleet operators, they will begin to offer us their
observations on ways to better use these systems. That’s where we
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Infrared Surveillance Camera

High Lumen Light

More info: hgh-infrared.com

More info: streamlight.com

HGH Infrared Systems has announced the launch of their
latest Spynel model, the Spynel-M. With dimensions of less
than 12x20cm and weight of only 1.8 kg, the Spynel-M is a
cost-effective, rugged, and compact solution for wide area
surveillance. The company claims that one Spynel-M sensor
effectively replaces up to 16 traditional infrared cameras and
is able to perform 24/7 early human intrusion alerts over a 1.5
km-diameter area.
According to HGH, the Spynel-M continuously captures
full panoramic, high-resolution infrared images every second
to provide real-time security against conventional and
asymmetrical threats, including hardly detectable targets such
as UAVs, RHIBs, or crawling men. Easily transportable, it can
be carried in a backpack and quickly deployed on a light mast
or fixed atop a building for superior wide area surveillance.
While requiring only eight watts of power, Spynel-M can
also be operated with solar or
alternate power supply systems
to allow for remote operation.
Unlike radar, the system is
completely passive, requires
no additional light source, and
cannot be jammed.

Streamlight Inc. recently introduced a rechargeable version
of the ProTac HL, the ProTac HL USB. Offering a 850 lumens,
the new model uses three battery types, and includes a built-in
USB charge tab, permitting it to be charged from a laptop or
most USB wall chargers.
The ProTac HL USB uses a C4 LED that is impervious
to shock, according to Streamlight. It runs on an included
Streamlight lithium ion rechargeable battery pack and also
functions with a commercially available 18650 rechargeable
lithium ion battery or two CR123A lithium cell batteries. The
ProTac HL USB also features an innovative adaptable battery
compartment design that eliminates battery rattle. An optional
USB/AC wall adapter is available. The light is fabricated from
6000 series machined aircraft aluminum with an anodized
finish and includes a convenient multi-function, push-button,
tactical tail switch for one-handed operation of the light’s
momentary, variable intensity, or strobe modes.
The ProTac HL USB measures 6.50 inches in length and
weighs 7.2 ounces. It features an anti-roll face cap and a
removable pocket clip for attachment to a vest, belt, or
pocket. The light also has an IPX4-rated design
for water-resistant operation and is impactresistance tested to one meter.
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Strategic Leader PEO Fixed Wing

An Insitu Scan Eagle “lands” by its wing catching a rope hanging from a pole. (Insitu)

STRATEGIC LEADER:

PEO FIXED WING

Developing Critical Fixed Wing Capabilities for Special Operations Forces
By SOCOM Public Affairs

T

he U.S. Special Operations Command (SOCOM) Program
Executive Office for Fixed Wing (PEO-FW) is tasked to
deliver Special Operations (SO)-peculiar manned and
unmanned fixed wing airpower capabilities to effectively enable
Special Operations Forces (SOF). The PEO effectively executed
$1.2 billion in FY 14 to develop, deliver, and sustain a portfolio of
fixed wing intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR),
strike, and mobility weapons systems in direct support of SOF
operations worldwide. To meet this critical mission, PEO-FW
partners with the SOF operator, development program offices, and
support organizations to synchronize acquisition, fielding, and
sustainment of an array of advanced technology sensors, defensive
countermeasures, advanced avionics, and mission training
systems. This process ensures SOF systems can accomplish the
mission in expected threat environments.

Unmanned ISR: Delivering Critical Information

Current PEO-FW Programs Related
to Unmanned Systems

The Multi-Mission Tactical Unmanned Aviation System (MTUAS)
is an FY 16 new-start program providing the Navy Special Warfare
community with an organic line-of-sight ISR platform and sensor
suite. The MTUAS platform will be a multi-intelligence platform
available for tactical commander tasking, thereby reducing many
units’ dependence on theater-level assets that are high-demand,
low-density in nature.
The MEUAS program contracts for operators and maintainers
to fly the catapult-launched and line- or net-captured Scan
Eagle and Aerosonde aircraft, which provide intermediate
range ISR for SOF. The systems are runway independent with
interchangeable payloads. The payloads are interoperable within
the current SOF architecture and include signals intelligence and
EW, communications relay, and electro-optical/infrared (EO/
IR) payloads. The program successfully fielded new locations

Director, Unmanned Aircraft Systems
SOF operators are continually conducting actions across the globe
in austere, challenging environments and have a high demand
for unmanned ISR to provide them the intelligence they need to
perform their mission. The unmanned aircraft systems (UAS)
mission is to develop, procure, test, and deliver capability that
meets these unique SOF requirements. The UAS program team
manages a wide range of platforms. While the majority of systems
are government owned and operated, Program Manager (PM) UAS
also manages efforts with systems operated by contractors. The
UAS program office also develops unique SOF subsystems that are
integrated into these platforms.
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UAS range from the small hand-launched aircraft to large
remotely piloted aircraft and carry sensors providing real-time
ISR capabilities for many different requirements across the SOF
Component Commands. A new addition to the PEO-FW portfolio
this year is Special Applications For Contingencies (SAFC). This
effort provides a vehicle to rapidly develop capabilities that directly
support UAS platforms. This year, the team successfully developed
a tagging, tracking, and locating device that has transitioned into
the Hostile Forces Tagging, Tracking, and Locating portfolio.
SAFC also integrated and is testing an electronic warfare (EW)
payload onto a Scan Eagle that will ultimately be integrated
onto medium endurance (ME) UAS platforms deployed as a
government-furnished payload.

MTUAS/MEUAS/SUAS – Bringing Intel to the Tactical Edge

tacticaldefensemedia.com
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and supported numerous re-locations
providing critical ISR to the warfighter.
The Small Unmanned Aircraft System
(SUAS) program utilizes the RQ-20A
PUMA All Environment (PUMA AE). It is
a hand-launched system that is controlled
by ground forces providing local real-time
reconnaissance, surveillance, and target
acquisition capabilities. The program has
successfully transitioned EW payloads that
have proven to be a significant contributor
to deployed operators. Procurement of
these systems is through Defense Logistics
Agency contracts.

MALET Program: A Rapid
Acquisition Success Story
The Medium Altitude Long Endurance
Tactical (MALET) program equips MQ-1s
and MQ-9s with modifications and kits
enabling SOF-unique ISR and precision
strike capabilities. MALET modifies
aircraft and their associated ground
control stations with capability kits to
meet evolving SOF mission performance
requirements.
The MQ-1 program takes the Army
service-common MQ-1C Gray Eagle and
enhances it with sensor payloads and
pods, weapons integration, and improved
communications. The goal is to increase
the ISR and strike capabilities unique to
SOF requirements.
The MQ-9 program takes the Air
Force service-common MQ-9 platform
and enhances it with sensor payloads
and pods, full-motion video upgrades,
weapons integration, and other emerging
technologies.
Lead Off Hitter defines a SOCOMunique process to rapidly modify MQ-9s
with new capabilities. This process has
streamlined the approval, integration,
and test timelines to more rapidly
integrate and field new capabilities. These
enhanced capabilities have provided
a SOF UAS system that has proven its
value as an unblinking eye in a wide
range of operations, from locations close
to operating ground forces to regional
coverage and theater-wide deployment.

Other PEO-FW Capabilities
Manned ISR: U-28A – The Task
Force’s Eyes and Ears
In response to an escalating need for
tactical and strategic ISR, PEO-FW
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initially procured six Pilatus PC-12 aircraft
in 2005. These aircraft were modified with
a suite of military communications and
ISR sensor equipment and subsequently
fielded as U-28A aircraft in 2006. In FY
12, the SOCOM Requirements Evaluation
Board increased the U-28 basis of issue
to 37 aircraft. As a result, with additional
procurement funding received in FY13,
USSOCOM began converting eleven
Non-Standard Aviation (NSAV) PC-12s to
U-28s. The first seven aircraft were sourced
and the contract was awarded in September
2012, with completed delivery in July 2014.
SOCOM halted the effort to convert the
remaining PC-12s in order to investigate
the option of recapitalizing the U-28
fleet with the Air Force MC-12 Liberty
aircraft. PEO-FW led an effort to conduct
an analysis of alternatives to compare
the U-28 and the MC-12 as well as begin
to look at post-Afghanistan manned ISR
requirements. There are currently 36 U-28/
PC-12 aircraft in the AFSOC inventory
with 14 aircraft deployed at multiple worldwide locations.

RC-26B – Reliable Workhorse
SOCOM partnered with the National
Guard Bureau to support SOF objectives
for overseas contingency operations.
Six RC-26B aircraft were expeditiously
modified and fielded with a special
operations-peculiar communication and
sensor suite. These aircraft provided
critical, manned, persistent ISR capabilities
for SOF operations. Two aircraft supported
a training mission in the continental U.S.
and four assets were continuously deployed
for immediate real world operations. In
2013, SOCOM funded an integration effort
to add an existing sensor on the RC-26
to support missions in support of theater
special operations commands. PEO-FW
integrated, demonstrated, and fielded the
new capability within six months.

Director ISP
The Integrated Strike Program (ISP) team
develops, integrates, fields, and sustains
strike capabilities across the AC-130J,
AC-130W, and Standoff Precision Guided
Munitions (SOPGM) programs. These
programs provide the SOF warfighter
precision strike capabilities to execute
operations. In addition to current
capabilities, the team is continually looking
at future technologies to meet critical

A tube-launched Griffin missile. (Raytheon)

warfighter needs. The ISP team is directly
supported by Detachment 1 at Eglin AFB
FL.

Precision Munitions:
A Critical Targeting Capability
PEO-FW procures and integrates SOPGM
variants for use on the AC-130W Stinger II,
AC-130J, and other aircraft. The SOPGM
provides a small, lightweight precision
guided weapon for irregular warfare. The
Griffin missile is a SOPGM that utilizes
a common launch tube and governmentdeveloped software. The Griffin is
procured as a commodity product.
The team has had many recent
successes to include fielding an upgraded
Griffin Block II missile with a MultiEffects Warhead and the Griffin Block III
missile which provides increased seeker
sensitivity. Both have been successfully
used in combat operations in multiple
theaters. The team also successfully
integrated the Laser Small Diameter Bomb
on the AC-130W in 2014.

Mission Systems:
Enabling Warfighter Operations
The Special Operations Mission Planning
Environment (SOMPE) program is a
computer-based suite of software products
developed in response to SOCOM user
needs for rapid and accurate SOF timesensitive planning. SOMPE products
enable detailed mission planning using
imagery, digital terrain/nautical/ structural
data, two- and three-dimensional mission
views, threat positions, weapon system
ranges, friendly positions, weapon system
performance data, and environmental
data. Looking forward, SOMPE program
objectives are to address SOCOM air,
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ground, and maritime operator mission planning gaps, enable
a three-dimensional planning environment in a network
disconnected environment, and migrate to a modern software
architecture.

Systems Engineering and Emerging Technology

The PEO is committed to the importance of systems engineering
and the integration of new technologies in all of its program
efforts. A small team is dedicated to ensuring these functions
integrate all of our activities. The team uses Joint Capability
Technology Demonstrations, Cooperative Research and
Development Agreements (CRADAs), and Foreign Comparative
Tests to evaluate new technologies to rapidly transition new
capabilities to the field. Currently, PEO-FW is managing four
CRADAs related to improved sensors, weapons, and air vehicle
performance.
Our systems engineer develops, reviews, and analyzes plans,
programs, and schedules for systems engineering requirements
for fixed wing programs. His primary duty is to provide technical
direction for FW program offices in requirements development,
acquisition planning, preliminary and critical design reviews,
technical interchange meetings, and test reviews. He also plans,
organizes, and leads technical engineering efforts to solve
extremely complex and unprecedented issues and problems

critically affecting the development of SOF-unique systems and
integration with major weapon systems. He has been instrumental
in the restructure of several major program efforts this past year.
Our Emerging Technology team develops plans for technology
advancements and coordinates research and technology
demonstrations with roadmaps for obsolescence replacement,
technology insertions/refreshment, and capability enhancements.
PEO-FW’s emerging technology effort identifies and evaluates
novel technology applications to ensure SOF aviation forces
maintain their technological edge in a rapidly changing world. The
activity seeks enhanced operational effectiveness through enhanced
air vehicle, sensor, weapon, and communications technologies.

Key Deliveries/Fieldings in FY 14

The following is a listing of some of the key capabilities, including
manned systems, delivered to the warfighter by the PEO-FW team
in 2014:
• 11 Puma systems
• Two C-145As
(33 Aircraft)
• S even PC-12s
• Seven new Initial Operational
(converted to U-28s)
Capabilities for MALET
• Six CV-22s
• 365 AGM-176A
• Four MC-130Js
Griffin Missiles
• One MC-130J modification to
AC-130J

The only cross-industry event setting the stage for continued conversation
surrounding commercial applications of unmanned aerial systems

July 27 - 29, 2015 | Washington, D.C
June 23-25, 2015 | Washington, D.C.
Developing Requirementsfor Emerging Industries
In 2014 we set the framework, in 2015 we set the plan
in motion:
• Learn the foundation of the FAA proposed rules for sUAS
• Catch up on the latest industry milestones in UAS integration
• Understand the interagency collaboration on integration
into the NAS
• Discuss technology standards and requirements for
your industry
• Deﬁne safety guidelines to quantify the risk of UAS usage
• Determine requirements for commercial UAS integration in
your industry
• Develop partnerships withmembers of the UAS community
• Transform your standard operating procedures
• Build your business case to gain ﬁnancial support to
integrate UAS into your business

www.UASCommercialization.com
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Developing Next Generation Distributed ISR
Capabilities for an Evolving International Landscape
This Conference will focus on giving an overview
of the outstanding progress the Military has made
in recent years, highlighting future requirements,
and how industry can best support the Military in
achieving these requirements.
TOPICS WE’LL COVER INCLUDE:
• State of C4ISR and How it can be Leveraged in a
Contested Environment
• Future of Manned Aerial Surveillance
• Potential Exploitation of National Capabilities:
How can it help Tactical Commanders?
• Contested Environment ISR Concerns
and Solutions
• Overlapping of ISR Assets to Create a Combined
Operating Picture

www.integratedisr.com
tacticaldefensemedia.com
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2015 EVENT LOCATION

The Suburban Collection Showplace
46100 Grand River Avenue
Novi, MI 48374

Main Session
August 4, 2015

Advanced Planning Briefing
for Industry
August 5, 2015

Technical Sessions
August 6, 2015

REGISTER at www.ndia-mich.org

Registration Open!!!
7th Annual GVSETS Announces new schedule, including an
Advanced Planning Briefing for Industry (APBI)
• Over 1,000 executives, program managers, engineers, and key decision-makers gather to discuss initiatives,
programs, plans, and technologies in the ground domain for both manned and unmanned systems
• Attendees include leaders from TRADOC, RDECOM, PEOs and USMC in addition to industry and academia leaders
• Topic areas for 2015 papers include:
o Autonomous Ground Systems (AGS)

o Power and Mobility (P&M)

o Modeling and Simulation, Testing

o Systems Engineering (SE)

and Validation (MSTV)
• Customizable Exhibit and Sponsorship opportunities available.
• Networking Opportunities available at two nightly receptions for all attendees

www.ndia-mich.org

o Vehicle Electronic Architecture (VEA)
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The real world can be challenging, but you face the
challenges head on and so should your computer.
With the most secure, most manageable rugged
notebooks, you can focus on what matters most.
Learn More at Dell.com/rugged

